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L7 of 8
L7
1.3 QUALITY ASSURANCE

01. LANDSCAPE CASCADE DESIGN GROUP MAKES NO VERBAL OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES IN RELATION TO PLANT MATERIALS SPECIFIED IN THESE PLANS OR ON THIS PROJECT.

NOTES FOR CONTRACTOR

A. Subgrade Preparation: Rotovate all compacted subgrades as noted to promote proper drainage for plant growth. Remove debris from areas. Float or drag to produce smooth, uniform surfaces. Distribute excess soil evenly throughout areas to be seeded.

B. Fertilizer: Apply the recommended fertility to the specified materials at the specified rate uniformly around the circumference of the root spread under a cover of 2” of planting mix. Do not fertilize within 0.5” of the root spread.

C. Herbicide: Treat all planting beds with a selective pre-emergent herbicide according to manufacturer’s recommendations. Remove all foreign weeds by roots and stems. Final acceptance of seeded lawn shall also be based on uniform, healthy, vigorous growth with no dry or dead spots in any areas. The lawn shall be cut the lawn on a regular basis, the Owner will cut the lawn and backcharge the Contractor.

3.4 SOD: A sun shade locally grown sod will be installed. Please contact landscape architect to approve material’s source.

3.2 LAWNS (HYDRO-SEEDED AND SOD)
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